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Abstract: Laundering money is a method in which black money is converted into white cash. Anti-money laundering is a technique or procedure for finding such laundering operations. Although anti-money attempts began at an early point, the alternatives appear to be limited to a strategic level. Mostly criminal act offenders try to create the transactions look as innocent as possible. In order to explore a appropriate solution for suspect transaction detection, extensive study has been performed. But if the exchange is really suspect or not, there is no credible mechanism to verify and the method is also very tedious. This paper examines several methods and algorithms for the anti-money laundering system that have been suggested.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Money laundering is a method of transforming irresponsible cash into responsible cash. The technology is being updated every day and many merits as well as demerits are associated with this rapidly changing technology. The world has become so globalized with the introduction of e-commerce, and the technology has made everything so user-friendly that many transactions can be made with a single click of a button. Fraud detection is compulsory as it impacts the entire country as well as the financial institution[1],[3],[5]. This criminal activity is becoming increasingly advanced and maybe this could be the main reason for the fraud detection trouble. This criminal activity results in several adverse effects ranging from drug trafficking to economic terrorism. Anti money laundering is a method in which black money is converted into white cash. Money launderers cover their behavior in most instances through a sequence of measures that make it look like cash from illegal or unethical origin has been legally gained. Anti money laundering systems refine customer information, label it to the level of suspicion and inspect it for anomalies. Any instant and significant increase in funds or a big withdrawal would include such anomalies. There may also be smaller transactions that fulfill certain requirements as suspect[2],[4],[6].

II. ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING IN ONLINE TRANSACTION

Kannan. S et al. (2017), prescribes the Autoregressive Outlier calculation to limit computational intricacy in ML movement identification (AROMLD). The evaluation of the Inter Quartile Range (IQR) offers the proportion of variety for obscure information set qualities.

Vikas Jayasree et al. (2017), gauges the risk of money cleaning utilizing the Bitmap Decision Tree (BIDT) strategy. At first, gaining from the Bitmap Index-based Decision Tree is utilized to make the tree of understanding that decides the peril of illegal tax avoidance for an organization and improve versatility[7],[9],[11]. The record in a table is numbered consecutively in a BIDT bitmap file with each key worth, account number, and an utilized bitmap. Utilizing the "select" inquiry yield, the BIDT calculation along these lines applies tally and bit-wise sensible activities on AND. The result of the question relates unequivocally to the development of a choice tree and all the more absolutely to the evaluation of the peril of versatility in cash cleaning job. The populace frequencies are procured for the root hub, the essential record of the choice tree, simply by checking the total measure of "1" in the bitmaps based on the component to search for tax evasion and gauge the hazard factor level[8],[10],[12]. The test is performed on factors, for example, administrative hazard rate, false positive rate, and time to distinguish danger. The coming about investigation of the BIDT procedure is contrasted and the current Smart Card-based Security Framework (SCSF) and Multilayered Detection System (MDS) utilizing Statlog German Credit Data.

Pankaj Richhriya et al. (2012), the possibility of extortion identification is disrupted by the expansion and quick acceleration of web based business, and examples of monetary misrepresentation brought together with it are additionally strengthening, prompting trillions of dollars being separated each year globally[26],[28],[30]. They gave a broad outline of different techniques, for example, discovery of charge card misrepresentation, online sale misrepresentation, recognition of broadcast communications extortion, and PC interruption. The interruption discovery framework's disservice is terrible versatility in light of the fact that the framework and its arrangement of principles must be explicit to the observing setting[13],[15],[17].
III. ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING IN GOLD FARMING

Gold farming is a major virtual economy division. Gold farming was first used in online games to elaborate on economies because the imaginary world, like the true world, can contain limited resources that are subject to supply and demand legislation[14],[16],[18].

Hyukmin Kwon et al. (2017). They evaluate the features of a massively multiplayer internet role-playing (MMORPG) environment and develop a technique for GFG detection. They create a graph that characterizes transactions in the virtual economy and traces unusual trades and events. Their trading graph and physical networks extract characteristics used by GFGs to discover them in their entirety[25],[27],[29].

IV. ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING IN BITCOIN

Bitcoin is the first digital e-cash scheme commonly embraced. All Bitcoin transactions that include sender and receiver addresses are stored in the government blockchain that may cause privacy issues. Without getting trusted third parties, the Zerocoin protocol hides the connection between individual Bitcoin transactions[19],[21],[23].

Malte Moser et al. (2013), provide a first systematic account of anti-money laundering (AML) opportunities and constraints in Bitcoin, starting with the observation that Bitcoin draws criminal activity as many say it is an anonymous transaction scheme. While this assertion does not stand up to scrutiny, several services have appeared in the Bitcoin ecosystem providing enhanced transaction anonymization – such as Bitcoin Fog, BitLaundry, and Blockchain information's Send Shared features. While Bitcoin Fog and Blockchain.info anonymize their transactions effectively, we can link BitLaundy's input and output transactions. Against the background of these results, it seems unlikely that the Bitcoin scheme will be able to enforce a Know-Your-Customer principle. Therefore, they sketch alternative AML approaches that account for incomplete understanding of real identities but exploit government data in the transaction graph and discuss the consequences as a decentralized currency for Bitcoin.

V. CONCLUSION

Anti-money laundering is a complicated and challenging job in this article. Detecting anomaly from the mass financial transaction is not simple. A thorough study is conducted on the different ways to launder cash such as internet transaction, gold farming and bitcoin and their methods. The problems identified are as follows, the allocation of fragmented nodes has not been more organized, the handling of voluminous financial institutions and time consumption is more hard, and the account analyzed is repeated every time even after a fresh method begins[20],[22],[24].

In the future, instead of considering only the frequent accounts involved in the transaction, it is necessary to take into account each and every account to investigate whether they are frequently used or not. With less effort and time taken to include improved techniques, they can also discover the suspect actions.
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